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ABSTRACT: To measure the distance from the vehicle to the panels, a function that
estimates the distance in meters from the text height in pixels has been obtained. After
computing the direction vector of the vehicle, world coordinates are computed for each
panel. The Highway traffic panels were observed using google maps with accuracy and
voice message is sent to mobile regarding the details of destination. It grabs the attention of
user through voice message. Multiframe integration is done by using three stages: Text –
block group (TBG) Identification, Text- block group (TBG) Filtering, Text-block group
(TBG) Integration. In addition, the use of the a priori knowledge that design of traffic
panels would improve the recognition rate.
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I.INTRODUCTION

Multiframe integration approach is used to detect traffic panels in street-level images and

to recognize the information, by using the real application of intelligent transportation systems

(ITS). The aim of ITS is to provide innovative services relating to different modes of transport

and traffic management and enable various users to be informed as better way. ITS as systems in

which information and communication technologies are applied in the field of road transport,

including road maintenance and driver assistance system. Traffic sign detection is the detailing

detection system of traffic sign recognition and is to applied whole image to detect the text in

road panels. Traffic sign recognition is to recognize the information from important systems and

automatic vehicles for inventory purposes.
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Fig 1: Traffic panel images

Fig 1 shows the traffic panel images and traffic signs are shown the distance classified

using to their color and shape. To measure the distance from the vehicle to the panels, a function

that estimates the distance in meters from the text height in pixels has been obtained. After

computing the direction vector of the vehicle, world coordinates are computed for each panel. To

detect traffic panel can be represent as follows:
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Fig 2: Traffic panel detection

This paper is aimed at to obtain a traffic signs on a given road and gather information

about their state. To detect red and blue traffic signs was considered for inventory purposes.

However, that system focused on the position of the possible signs and not on their recognition.
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In this paper, to apply some modifications and new functionalities are used to read the

information contained in traffic panel street images.This work mainly deals on the task of

automatically detecting text on road signs from traffic panel street image and using that

information in a driver assistance system.

II.RELATED WORK

A good survey about the automatic traffic signs and panels inspection system using

computer vision can be found in [1], is to collect information about traffic panel street level

image. The main aim of this system is to improve road safety. In context, the correct visibility of

traffic signs and panels is vital for the safety of drivers. This work describes an approach to the

VISUAL inspection of signs and panels are an automatic inspection system which performs

inspection tasks at conventional driving speeds. VISUALISE allows to improve the awareness of

the road signaling, supporting planning and decision making. The drawback is system ratio is not

improved.

Additionally, the work in [2] presents a complete system to detect and recognize traffic

panels on complex images obtained from the Street View service by Google. Some of our

contributions are the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for word recognition and the use of

Web Map Services (WMS) for increasing the effectiveness of the recognition algorithm. Image

distortion and the panel edges are not straight in the image when the panels are near. The

problem of this paper is to improved estimation of the distance of the panels is not obtained and

numbers and symbols detection needs to be improved, as well as character recognition at long

distance.

Traffic sign detection and recognition using multiframe integration approach is to

recognize information is obtained at each single frame. This work provides a survey [3] of the

traffic sign detection literature is to describe traffic sign recognition (TSR) for driver assistance.

The detection process is spilt into segmentation, feature extraction, and final sign detection. To

highlight open research issues in the literature, including use of available image databases and to

representation of European traffic signs. The problem of this paper is to lack of research into

finding non-European style signs and the fact that detected signs are hard to relate to their

surroundings.
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This paper presents in [4] the invariance properties and the distinctiveness of color

descriptors in a structured way. First, taxonomy of invariant properties is presented. The

taxonomy is derived by considering the diagonal model of illumination change. Using this

model, a systematic approach is adopted to provide a set of invariance properties which achieve

different amounts of invariance, such as invariance to light intensity changes, light intensity

shifts, light color changes and light color changes and shifts. Due to overall performance would

not have improved significantly.

This paper has to identifying the best segmentation method for automatic road sign

recognition system. To compare several segmentation methods that are used in traffic sign

recognition. The methods presented can be [5] classified into support vector machine based color

segmentation is based on support vector machine was presented to classify the pixel of an image

using color information and speed enhancement using lookup table method is used to improve

speed and quality. The problem of erroneous recognition of signs is obtained and also absolute

result is not obtained.

Various techniques of image segmentation by [6][7], a thresholding method has been

proposed in color, edges, and texture. Using segmentation properties, traffic panel images can be

analyzed and used in several applications as image retrieval, analysis of medical imaging, and

classification of object. The color information is used to improve recognition capability. Color

image segmentation is to satisfy the content based image retrieval and recognition process. The

issue is may not generate the best results for the entire image and the segmentation performance

is not much improved.

This work proposes a [8][9] method to detect the panel details automatically and it useful

for driver to aware of the travelling distance and surrounding environments. The system can also

read out text on road signs with a synthesized voice and it can be integrated with other

navigation systems such as global positioning system. The framework is used for fast to

detection of text on road sign from video and it can apply for divide and conquer techniques. The

issues of variable message signs from video are not detected.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to model traffic panels using multi frame

integration from recognition of information in traffic panel modelling. Multi-frame integration is
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commonly used in image enhancement technology as a method, which has some limitations

when dealing with low light level image. An MFI consists of a set of panels that can be

maximized, minimized, restored, or moved, being tiled on a scrollable "page" on the screen.

In addition, the use of the a priori knowledge that we know about the design of traffic

panels would improve the recognition rates, because certain objects, particularly symbols and

numbers, are located only at certain parts of the panels. Experimental result provides better result

when compare with the proposed system.

III.IMAGE CAPTURE AND CREATION OF DATA SET

The images are used in the traffic panel street level image have been obtained from the

street view service by google. Google street view provides high-resolution views from positions

along with streets and roads. A total number of 10266 images have been extracted from traffic

panel street image and there are two independent subsets of images have been created. They are

 Training image,

 Testing image.

In training images are composed of 4765 images and the testing images are composed of

5501 images.

Traffic panel image

Blue background
images

White background
images

Fig 3: Classification of traffic panel
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In the data set, the traffic panel is classified into two panel.i.e. One for blue background

and other for white background can be represent as Fig 3. Traffic panels can be located above the

road and on the right margin of the road.

IV.TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION IN TRAFFIC PANEL

Text detection and recognition has been applied a text detection algorithm developed by

the authors. The aim of Text detection and recognition method is locating and recognizing text

on any kind of images, including complex background images. It has been seen that it is able to

detect text on street level images with high precision and producing a very low number of false

positives.

However, some modifications and new functionalities have been proposed in order to

increase the efficiency and reduce the number of false positives. Instead of applying the text

location method in the whole image, it is done only on those areas of the image given by the blue

and white color masks.

In traffic panel street level image, to apply the character and word recognition. Character

recognizer is used to recognize the letters from “A” to “Z” and from “a” to “z” and digits from

“0” to “9.” However, traffic panels contain not only words and numbers and it includes direction

arrows and petrol station indications.

Fig 4: Considering traffic symbol

Some of the most common symbols that are appearing in traffic panels have been chosen.

These symbols are shown in Fig 4. The word recognizer is based on a unigram probabilistic
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language model that constrains the output of the character recognizer to a set of meaningful

words weighted to their prior probabilities.

V.TRAFFIC PANEL DETECTION USING MULTIFRAME INTEGRATION

Multiframe integration approach is to apply our text detection and recognition algorithm

only on those images in which there is a traffic panel, in order to increase the recognition rate.

Multiframe integration approach can be done by using three phases:

 Text block group Identification

 Text block group Filtering

 Text block group Integration

Multiframe integration is to obtain the cleaner background, higher contrast and clearer

text for traffic panel street level image. Fig 5 illustrates the block diagram of proposed system for

the text recognition of traffic images.

Traffic panel
image

Color masks Feature
Extraction

Clustering
Cluster center
histogram

Text block group
Identification

Text block group
filtering

Text block group
Identification

Output image

Fig 5: block diagram of proposed system

 Text block group Identification

In the text-block group (TBG) identification, the blocks with the same text are

identified by considering jointly the location, edge distribution and contrast of the text

block. It achieves the high performance in accuracy and efficiency. For example, if two

blocks contain the same text, their edge maps are expected to have the similar edge

distribution.
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 Text block group filtering:

To avoid the bad effects of the blurred text on the result of integration, the clarity

of the text is measured using the proposed text-intensity map, and select the blocks with

the clear text for the integration. In our method, the text intensity map is detected by

using four text intensity detectors as text stokes in the horizontal, vertical, left diagonal

and right diagonal directions.

 Text block group integration:

The text blocks is integrated by using the average and minimum integrations in

the text and background of the image respectively which can obtain the clean

background and clear text with high contrast for the effective text recognition. By using

the minimum can enhance the contrast between the text and background.To obtains the

clean background and the clear text by using the average integration.

VI.CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new approach for the Multiframe Integration. The main

contribution of our method lies in three phases. In the text block group Identification, to identify

the text-block groups by considering the location, the edge distribution, and the contrast of the

text block. To achieve performance in both the efficiency and accuracy. In the text block group

filtering, to measure the clarity of the text based on the proposed text intensity map .In the text

block group Integration, to integrate the text block into text and background by using average

and minimum integration which can obtain clean background, and clear text with effective text

recognition.
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